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0. INTRODUCTION

The quest for meaning is a task that every Egyptologist faces on a daily basis when it comes to understanding Egyptian texts. If this quest is sometimes hindered by a puzzling grammar or a complex construction, it is very often the case that the meaning of a sentence is obscured by words whose meaning can only be guessed. Yet, a significant number of studies in lexicology (whose results are more or less integrated in the lexicographical tools) have been published since the birth of Egyptology. But, in this specific field (as in many other sub-fields of Egyptology), one can see a real paradox at work: apart from a few exceptions, one can hardly find any theoretical discussions in the specialized literature about lexicological/graphical issues. And, in our view, this could be the very reason why the quest for meaning often turns out to be problematic: the times of empirical studies were doubtlessly necessary, but we now drastically need a thorough methodological basis to structure the Egyptian lexicon.

Considering this, we will try to propose some clues regarding three essential questions. The first one is methodological: “How does one find the proper way to the meaning in lexicology?” To reach this goal, we have devised what we call a “lexical trail” (cf. §2). The second question has to do with the description of meaning: “How does one find and objectivize the semic features one can use to account for the meaning of a lexical entry?” And the last one is about the

1 Working on a dead language (with the aggravating circumstance of an interrupted tradition of knowledge), scholars have naturally devoted a great deal of time and energy to this quest for meaning.


3 Already in the late 1940s, A. Gardiner (‘The First Two Pages of the Wörterbuch’, in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 34 [1948], p. 12) said about lexicography: “it will require years of careful thought, discussion, and perhaps prolonged controversy before the subject can be considered to stand on a truly satisfactory basis.”
Theoretical frame we want to work with in lexicography: “How does one organize the meanings between lexemes of one or several ‘vocables’?”

The development of the Ramses-Project worked as a catalyst prompting us to revisit how to handle lexical semantics. Indeed, for the first time, this database gives the opportunity to investigate fully paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations in the Late Egyptian lexicon, a necessary condition for dealing with the three issues mentioned above.

1. Lexical Semantics: linking lexicology and lexicography

From a methodological viewpoint, it seems nearly impossible to handle lexical semantics properly and, thus, efficiently structure the lexicon of any language without integrating the complementary perspectives offered by lexicology and lexicography.

![Diagram of Lexical Semantics]

Lexical Semantics

Figure 1 sums up how lexical semantics should ideally work. It is a combination of two genuinely interrelated domains: lexicology, whose main purpose is to find the meaning (cf. §2), and lexicography, whose function is to organize the meaning. Neither strategy can work

---

4 In order to avoid ambiguities, I.A. Melčuk’s terminology is used (see e.g. I.A. MELČUK et al., Dictionnaire explicatif et combinatoire du français contemporain, Recherches lexico-sémantiques 1 [Montréal, 1984], p. XIV: “Les auteurs font une distinction importante entre un lexème et un vocable, un lexème étant un mot pris dans une acception, et le regroupement de certains lexèmes ayant le même signifiant et des affinités sémantiques constituant une superunité appelée vocable.”).


6 Lexicology is diachronic in essence for a dead language like Ancient Egyptian; the meaning of a word cannot be indisputably established without taking into account its occurrences in the succeeding stages of the
independently, without an appropriate way of describing the meaning (cf. §3-4), and both must rely on studying the data dialectically from the semasiological and the onomasiological viewpoints.  

2. Lexicology: Toward a Systematic “Lexical Trail”

The specialized literature in lexicology is impressive and diverse, but, as already mentioned, methodological notes are rather sparse (cf. n. 2). Generally speaking, scholars usually put an extreme emphasis on exhaustiveness in lexical studies. This can be understood in many ways, but it may at least be translated into two basic rules:

1. the first one is most probably what one usually has in mind when thinking of exhaustiveness: be exhaustive when gathering the data. In this respect, tools like the Thesaurus Linguae Aegyptiae\(^8\) or Ramses (cf. n. 5) should help both in gathering the data and in studying the syntagmatic distribution of the lexemes;
2. the second rule has to do with our own practices in lexicology: a multi-level approach is here strongly recommended, if not mandatory. Every bit of information we can gain is needed for a dead language like Ancient Egyptian; so, even if one sticks to a purely synchronic study, one is not in a position to neglect, for example, what the etymology or the analysis of the graphic system\(^9\) can bring. Obviously, every point of

---


8 Cf. http://aaew.bbaw.de/tla/

view on the lexicon does not come without its own methodological problems, but this should not deter us from using it.

Fig. 2. The “lexical trail”

Figure 2 gives a general overview of what we dubbed the “lexical trail”, considering, as shown above, that a ‘vocable’ must be analyzed along different axes:

1. the graphematic axis has to do with the script. It also opens a window onto what can be called the iconic domain, which studies the relation words can have with iconography in its broadest acceptance as can be seen, for instance, on the temple walls or in tombs. The study of the classifiers (cf. n. 9) links the lexeme under study with the other lexemes sharing the same classifier; but this should not be confused with the onomasiological study stricto sensu (cf. §5);
2. spellings of a lexeme, with all possible variants, give the relevant material for studying its phonological structure. Therefrom, echoes with other words and sound symbolism give access to rhetoric and poetics;
3. the morphematic axis has to do with the family of words a lexeme belongs to: this means going back to the root, establishing the derivational patterns, and, if possible, connecting the lexeme with its Afro-asiatic cognates;
4. the syntagmatic axis is clearly instrumental in the quest for meaning. The collocations and the argumental structure must be systematically studied (cf. n. 6).

---

10 Even if, for convenience of publication, a two-dimensional presentation of the lexical trail is given, we are aware that those axes are essentially different; hence, a multidimensional viewing would be closer to a realistic analysis.
The last axis to be considered is the semantic one: from the semasiological viewpoint, the most important operation is of course the decomposition of the meaning into its semic features. But, also entering the picture are the semantic roles of the arguments that are part of the argumental structure, and for the verbal lexemes, the Aktionsart. Finally, and this point is too often neglected, there is no way of studying a lexeme in isolation. Here comes in the onomasiological viewpoint, which is the organization of lexemes belonging to the same semantic domain; in this case, the semantic domain would be that of all verbs expressing vision.

3. Describing the Meaning and Dealing with Semic Features

When looking at fig. 2, it clearly appears that the semantic axis stands in a relation of dependency if compared with the other axes. Before taking a concrete example of the decomposition into semic features, two points need to be emphasized:

1. as far as possible, a description of the meaning that is really true to the facts should be based on internal, language specific criteria. This means that a semantic description of a language is better if one stays within this language, without importing the semantic features that are inevitably attached to one’s own language.11
2. a semantic description obviously starts with a list of all possible meanings of the word under study. But it does not stop there. The senses must be organized in a meaningful way. It’s up to the lexicographer to show the semantic bridges that link all meanings of a word. This also applies at the onomasiological level when it comes to structuring a notional domain.

The word *phwy* ‘back’ has been chosen as a test example. 12 A complete analysis of the material available strongly suggests a primary division according to the basic semic feature [ORIENTATION]. When *phwy* is part of an entity that possesses an intrinsic or a conventional orientation, it means ‘rear-part, back’.13 Its most common antonym is *h3.t*, with which it is also graphically linked (← vs. →). The opposition between front and back can be viewed either as static or dynamic [+DYNAMIC]. In the latter case, one mentally constructs a path from the beginning to the end of an object or an activity (sequential scanning);14 it should be noted that dynamicity, as it is considered here, implies an intrinsic temporality. From a cognitive point of

---

11 We immediately acknowledge the practical difficulty when it comes to dead languages, but cf. below.
12 We cannot go into every detail of the Lexical Trail due to lack of space. Our conception will be made clear by showing the main examples: the specific senses *phwy* can take in context have not been taken into account here, but they can easily be derived from the general diagram given below.
13 See e.g. *ist pHwj n m As n iht n hmf r [...] p3 kht pr r t3 in t [...] “now, the rear of his majesty’s powerful army […] while the avant-garde has entered the valley” (Ann. Th. III, 74-76 = Urk. IV, 654, 6-7); *mtw.t ddj ‘d3, lw.t r phwy pr “if I lie, I’ll be in the back of the house” (Mes, N 35).
14 *iw k3.k r rd.t try.i phwy.i h3w.i m hnw “your k3 is going to let me spend the end of my lifetime in the Residence” (Sinuhe, B 203-204). When the salience of the beginning is no longer perceived, one can find meanings like ‘outcome, rest’: *hrw pn 3d p3 ph hgw n n3 lh.w n p3 hm-nfr tpy in [p3 ss pn-t3]-hw.t-nht “this day of levying the rest of the money of the high priest of Amon’s oxen by […]” (KRI v1 593,16-594,1).
view, this contrasts with a static perception of an object, which is perceived *en bloc* (summary scanning).\textsuperscript{15}

If the entity to which *phwy* applies is not oriented, *phwy* means ‘tip, border’.\textsuperscript{16} Instead of an opposition between beginning and end, the central notions here are those of midst/center and tip/borders. This class can then be subcategorized into one- and two-dimensional entities respectively. This primary organization of the semantics of *phwy* can be summarized in a hierarchical tree:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{*phwy*} \\
\quad \left[+\text{ORI.}\right] \\
\quad \left[-\text{DYN}\right] \\
\left[+\text{DYN}\right] \\
\quad \left[1\text{ DIM.}\right] \\
\left[2\text{ DIM.}\right]
\end{array}
\]

Fig. 3. Primary semic features of *phwy*

Graphs are very useful to grasp the basic semantic issues at a cognitive level:

I. ORIENTED
   I.A. Static
      \[\text{h3.1} \quad \text{phwy}\]
      hindquarters, back, rear

   I.B. Dynamic
      \[\text{h3.1} \quad \text{phwy}\]
      end, outcome, rest

II. NOT ORIENTED
   II.A. One-dimensional entities
      \[\text{phwy} \quad \text{ib} \quad \text{phwy}\]
      tip

   II.B. Two-dimensional entities
      \[\text{phwy} \quad \text{hnw, ib} \quad \text{phwy}\]
      border

Fig. 4. Graphic representation of the basic senses of *phwy*


\textsuperscript{16} See e.g. *ph.n.n phwy w̥w3.1* “we have reached the extremity of W.” (*Shipwreck Sailor*, 8-9) and P. Smith 8,14-15 for the meaning ‘tip’. 
Some remarks are in order here:

- Structuring the meaning of a word, at the semasiological level, one cannot totally ignore the onomasiological level. In this specific case, the two main branches of the semantic tree are partly accounted for by the different organizational structure of the synonyms and antonyms of *phwy*. When *phwy* is applied to an oriented (or orientable) entity, the antonym is *h3.t*; *phwy* also enters the semantic field of other words that can be opposed to *h3.t*, like *h3* ‘back’, *rk* ‘end’, but also *rd/rdwy* ‘foot/the feet’. If *phwy* is part of the definition of an unoriented entity, it stands in opposition to words like *ib* ‘heart’, *hnw* ‘inside’; it also shares approximately the same semantic field as *drw* ‘limit’, *t(3)s* ‘boundary’, and *gs* ‘side’.¹⁷

- The semic features that structure the basic meaning of *phwy* are primitives in the sense of A. Wierzbicka.¹⁸ They must be considered as invariants, with a universal value. They do not need to have lexical equivalents in the Egyptian lexicon. This is in sharp contrast with what can be observed at a deeper level of semantic analysis.

- The organisation of the meanings of a ‘vocable’ must satisfy different criteria. Firstly, the grouping of the meanings must be consistent with the distribution of the synonyms/antonyms. In the case of *phwy*, one can clearly distinguish two main branches based on this criterion. Secondly, the hierarchy of the secondary meanings must be validated by what is called the semantic bridges:¹⁹ two meanings of a word can be related if there is a semantic operation that leads from one meaning to another. The commonest operations are extension, metaphor, restriction, metonymy and polysemy (*sensu lato*).

As a conclusion, here is how the meanings of *phwy* can be distributed:

---

¹⁷ For a first glimpse at the onomasiological organization, see below.


As already noted, the main distribution splits phwy in two domains (I and II) that belong to two distinct notional fields as shown by the respective sets of synonyms/antonyms.

If one has a closer look at the left branch of the tree, starting from the bottom up to the higher nodes, it is fairly easy to justify the proposed hierarchy from a semantic viewpoint: the meaning ‘back’ is an extension of the more fundamental meaning ‘hindquarter’ (directly derived from the hieroglyphic spelling); and from ‘back’, the meaning ‘rear’ [- ANIMATE] is easily derived metaphorically.

It is now clear enough that a semantic field cannot be organized taking the vocable as a workable unit: its structure is built with lexemes only. In our example, phwy is a vocable that manifests itself through many lexemes. A vocable does not have synonyms nor antonyms; lexemes do.

4. A Theoretical Framework for Lexicography

The organization of the meanings in a vocable has an immediate impact on how dictionaries should be arranged. In the next figure, a small part of the tree above has been reconsidered. The Roman numbers refer to the general subdivisions of a vocable. In our example, the two main subdivisions (I and II) are supported by the evidence coming from the organization of the Egyptian lexicon itself: to each subdivision belongs a different set of synonyms and antonyms. In each group, other groupings have been made according to some very general (possibly universal) semic features like ORIENTATION or DYNAMICITY. The Arabic numbers help visualizing the organizational structure of the lexemes: the transition from one lexeme to another must be made explicit (semantic bridge). In our example, the meaning ‘back’ of an animate entity is an extension of the original sense of phwy. The meaning ‘back’ can then be metaphorically applied to non animate entities.

I.A. [+ORI]&[-DYN]  1.a. hindquarters of a lion
1.b. hindquarters of other quadrupeds
   By extension  2. someone’s back
   Metaphorically  3. back, rear of an oriented entity (house,
                   boat, army, etc.)

Fig. 6. The first part of the dictionary entry for phwy

5. Conclusion

To sum up, we would like to insist once more on the relevance of distinguishing sharply ‘vocables’ and ‘lexemes’. A lexeme is a word taken in a given acception; a vocable is made of a group of lexemes that share the same signifier (signifiant) and have some demonstrable semantic features in common. As noted above, the semantic relationships in a lexicon involve the lexemes only. The vocable phwy has neither antonyms nor synonyms: but lexemes belonging to this vocable have.

Defining the semantic structure of the lexemes within a vocable cannot be done satisfactorily by leaving aside the onomasiological point of view. As a final example, we suggest a possible path leading from phwy ‘back’ to tm ‘neg. aux.’. This shows how distinct semantic fields may be put in relation with one another by partial overlapping or contiguity.
As can be expected, a semantic field can be accessed from another field only by its periphery. For instance, *tp* cannot directly come into contact with *nfr* via the core meaning of the latter ‘perfect, achieved’. The two lexemes *tp* and *nfr* that make the contact possible are not central in the organization of the vocables *tp* and *nfr*: both must be derived from the more basic lexeme *tp* ‘head’ and *nfr* ‘completion’ respectively.²⁰

²⁰ The numerical index given to the lexemes are purely illustrative. They do not preclude detailed research that has yet to be done for each lexeme.